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ABSTRACT: While the single-molecule conductance properties of π-conjugated and σ-conjugated systems have been wellstudied, little is known regarding the conductance properties
of mixed σ−π backbone wires and the factors that control their
transport properties. Here we utilize a scanning tunneling
microscope-based break-junction technique to study a series of
molecular wires with π−σ−π backbone structures, where the
π-moiety is an electrode-binding thioanisole ring and the σmoiety is a triatomic α−β−α chain composed of C, Si, or Ge
atoms. We ﬁnd that the sequence and composition of group 14
atoms in the α−β−α chain dictates whether electronic
communication between the aryl rings is enhanced or
suppressed. Placing heavy atoms at the α-position decreases
conductance, whereas placing them at the β-position increases conductance: for example, the C−Ge−C sequence is over 20
times more conductive than the Ge−C−Ge sequence. Density functional theory calculations reveal that these conductance
trends arise from periodic trends (i.e., atomic size, polarizability, and electronegativity) that diﬀer from C to Si to Ge. The
periodic trends that control molecular conductance here are the same ones that give rise to the α and β silicon eﬀects from
physical organic chemistry. These ﬁndings outline a new molecular design concept for tuning conductance in single-molecule
electrical devices.

■

INTRODUCTION
In this study we systematically vary the strength of coupling
between the π and σ backbone components of a molecular wire
to raise or lower the conductance of a single-molecule electrical
device. The miniaturization of electronic devices and the related
interest in creating molecular-scale devices have motivated the
desire to understand the charge transport characteristics of
molecules. There have been many studies that have elucidated
how the strength of σ-conjugation or π-conjugation within a
molecular wire backbone can be tuned to control singlemolecule conductance.1−6 Ottosson and coworkers have
studied σ−π conjugation computationally and spectroscopically.7 However, there has yet to be an experimental description
of how the coupling between σ and π backbone components
inﬂuences molecular conductance. Though organic electronic
materials commonly feature π−σ substructures,8−12 it is not
well understood how the nature of the π−σ interaction aﬀects
charge transport.
For this study we create a test bed of molecular wires with
π−σ−π backbone structures, where the π-substructure is an
electrode-binding p-thioanisole ring and the σ-moiety is a
triatomic α−β−α sequence of catenated group 14 atoms (α and
β = C, Si, or Ge) (Figure 1). We systematically vary the
composition and sequence of atoms in the σ-chain to
understand how such alterations inﬂuence conductance. We
© XXXX American Chemical Society

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the π−σ−π molecular wires.

see two counterbalancing trends in the data. Conductance
decreases as the α atom is varied from C to Si to Ge; however,
conductance increases as the composition of the β atom
changes from C to Si to Ge. Mechanistic chemical analysis and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that these
opposing conductance trends arise from diﬀerences in how the
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atomic composition and sequence within the α−β−α chain
inﬂuence the coupling between the σ-chain and the thioanisole
ring. These eﬀects are the single-molecule conductance
equivalent of the α silicon and β silicon hyperconjugation
that is an essential component of physical organic chemistry.
Hyperconjugation provides an intellectual bridge between
physical organic chemistry and the conductance trends we
observe here.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis. We synthesize CSiC and CGeC from the double
addition of 4-(methylthio)benzylzinc chloride13 to dimethyldichlorosilane or dimethyldichlorogermane (Scheme 1). We
Scheme 1. Synthesis of the α−β−α Wires with p-Thioanisole
End Groups

Figure 2. Logarithmically-binned 1D conductance histograms of
GeCGe, SiCSi, CCC, CSiC, and CGeC. The 1D histograms compile
over 10 000 measurement traces without data selection for each
molecule. Conductance peak maxima (marked by arrows) are obtained
from Gaussian ﬁts to the conductance data. The counts/trace
intensities of these conductance peaks are normalized by factors of
0.88, 1.15, 1.00, 0.70, and 0.82 respectively to highlight conductance
trends. The unscaled conductance histograms of CCC, SiSiSi, and
GeGeGe are shown in the inset; these molecules have approximately
the same conductance. We observe a small conductance peak at ∼10−3
G0 that we have discussed previously;19,20 it is due to an interaction
between the Au electrodes and α−β σ-bond (see SI for additional
comments).

prepared SiCSi, GeCGe, CCC, SiSiSi, and GeGeGe by
reacting 4-(methylthio)phenyllithium with the appropriate
halide-terminated σ-chain.2,14−16 The Supporting Information
(SI) contains further details for the preparation and characterization of these molecular wires.
STM-BJ Measurement Details. We measure the conductance of these molecules with a scanning tunneling
microscope-based break-junction (STM-BJ) technique.1 In
this technique, Au−molecule−Au junctions are measured by
repeatedly breaking and forming point contacts between the Au
tip and substrate in a solution of the target molecule in 1,2,4trichlorobenzene under ambient conditions. After the Au−Au
point contact is broken, the aurophilic thiomethyl groups on
the molecule bind the electrodes to form a Au−molecule−Au
junction. Conductance is measured across the junction as a
function of tip−substrate displacement, and the resulting
measurement traces reveal molecule-dependent plateaus
signifying junction formation with conductance values below
G0 (2e2/h), the quantum of conductance describing a single
Au−Au atomic contact.17 The junction breaks once the
distance between the electrodes becomes too large for the
molecule to span. We form and break thousands of molecular
junctions and analyze all measured traces using logarithmicallybinned one-dimensional (1D) histograms18 that provide a
distribution of measured conductance values for all traces.
Single-Molecule Conductance Data Analysis. The 1D
conductance histograms for the α−β−α wires are shown in
Figure 2. Table 1 lists the conductance peak values for the
molecules measured here. The purple rows in Table 1
demonstrate that varying the α-position from C to Si to Ge
(while ﬁxing the β-atom as C) results in a conductance trend
that follows GeCGe < SiCSi < CCC. Conversely, the blue rows
in Table 1 show that varying the β-position from C to Si to Ge
(while ﬁxing the α-atom as C) increases conductance such that
CCC < CSiC < CGeC. To highlight these competing trends,
the conductance of CGeC is over 20 times that of GeCGe.
These opposing trends negate each other when both the α- and

Table 1. Conductance Values from STM-BJ Measurements,
DFT-Calculated Orbital Energies, and DFT-Calculated
Molecular Lengths

Conductance peak value obtained from ﬁtting a Gaussian curve to the
corresponding 1D conductance histogram. bCalculated at the B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ level of DFT. cDiﬀerence in energy between the antisymmetric and symmetric combinations of the S pπ lone pairs (the
HOMO and HOMO−1 respectively). dThrough-space distance
between the aryl carbons that terminate the α−β−α chain in the
DFT optimized structure. The length relative to CCC is given in
parentheses.
a

β-positions are varied (gray rows in Table 1): the CCC, SiSiSi,
and GeGeGe π−σ−π wires give approximately the same
conductance value.
The conductance trends we observe are related to the
particular composition and sequence of group 14 atoms in the
α−β−α chain that dictate the extent to which the aryl rings
interact with one another through the bridging σ-chain.
Changing the composition of the α and β atoms modulates
three major electronic factors within the molecule (Figure 3A−
C).
B
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are the HOMO and HOMO−1 that comprise the antisymmetric (S1 − S2) and symmetric (S1 + S2) combinations of the
two S pπ lone pairs, respectively.
Conductance should increase as the S1 − S2 orbital rises in
energy and is brought into closer alignment with the Fermi
energy (EF). Conductance should also increase as the
communication between the S pπ lone pairs becomes stronger.
We can assess the coupling between the lone pairs by
comparing the diﬀerence in energy between the S1 − S2 and
S1 + S2 molecular orbitals: a small splitting indicates that the
lone pairs are mostly independent and noninteracting, whereas
a large splitting indicates that the lone pairs are strongly
coupled.19 We can therefore estimate the conductive impact of
tuning the α and β atom composition by evaluating two
parameters from our DFT calculations: the S1 − S2 (HOMO)
energy and the energy diﬀerence between the antisymmetric
and symmetric combinations of the S pπ orbitals (HOMO/
HOMO−1 splitting). We list the values of the energies for
these two orbitals in Table 1.
The DFT trends are consistent with the chemical analysis
described above. The interaction of the α−β σ-bonds with the
thioanisole π-orbitals is visually apparent in the HOMO
surfaces in Figure 3D. From CCC to SiCSi to GeCGe, the
HOMO becomes lower in energy and the splitting magnitude
decreases because the electron density of the α−β bond is
removed further away from the thioanisole rings. The HOMO
rises in energy, and the HOMO/HOMO−1 splitting becomes
larger going from CCC to CSiC to CGeC due to the C−
Si(Ge) bond polarity and the increasing donor power of the β
atom. The HOMO value of CCC is similar to that of SiSiSi and
GeGeGe: though the C−C σ-bond is less donating than the
Si−Si or Ge−Ge bond, it still strongly destabilizes the
thioanisole π-orbitals because of the shorter Ar−C bond. The
smaller HOMO/HOMO−1 splitting calculated for CCC is
consistent with the weaker conjugation of C−C σ-bonds
compared to Si−Si and Ge−Ge σ-bonds.14
Analogy to α and β Silicon Hyperconjugation Eﬀects.
The periodic trends that control conductance here are the same
ones that form the basis of the α and β silicon eﬀects, which are
fundamental principles of hyperconjugation from physical
organic chemistry.28,29 This is shown schematically in Figure
4A. These eﬀects describe the electronic interaction between a
π orbital and an adjacent C−Si σ-bond based on whether the Si
atom is either one atom (α) or two atoms (β) away from the π
orbital. For example, carbocations are weakly stabilized by α-Si
atoms30 but are strongly stabilized by β-Si atoms.31 The
conductance trends we observe here are thus an electrical
manifestation of the α and β silicon eﬀects.
A well-established metric for gauging the strength of
hyperconjugation is the Hammett parameter, σp+, which
indexes the extent to which a positive charge on a benzene
ring is stabilized by a particular substituent.32 Negative values
for σp+ correspond to stronger electron donation from the
substituent to the phenyl ring. Previously, we demonstrated a
correlation between the logarithmic conductance ratio and
Hammett parameter for electron-donating and -withdrawing
substituents on 1,4-diaminobenzene.33 In Figure 4B we apply a
similar approach in comparing log(Gα−β−α/GCCC) against the
σp+ value for structurally similar molecules from ref 34, given
here in parentheses: GeCGe (PhGeMe3), SiCSi (PhSiMe3),
CCC (PhCH 2 Me), CSiC (PhCH 2 SiMe 3 ), and CGeC
(PhCH2GeMe3). Such analysis reveals an approximately linear
agreement.

Figure 3. (A−C) Atomic size, polarizability, and electronegativity
dictate the strength of interaction between the thioanisole rings
through the σ-chain and, thereby, the conductance of the wire. (D)
The inﬂuence of three periodic factors on the nature of the π−σ
interaction is apparent in the HOMO surfaces (isovalue = 0.05) for
GeCGe, CGeC, and GeGeGe. These structures were calculated at the
B3LYP/cc-PVTZ level.

The ﬁrst factor is speciﬁc to the α atom (Figure 3A): the Ar−
C bond length (1.51 Å) is substantially shorter than the Ar−Si
(1.89 Å) and Ar−Ge (1.98 Å) bond lengths.21 As a result, the
aryl ring and σ-chain interact more strongly when α = C than
when α = Si or Ge because the ring is brought into closer
proximity to the central σ-chain. The second factor (Figure
3B), atomic polarizability, follows the trend C ≪ Si < Ge.22
Atomic polarizability dictates the electron donating ability and
diﬀuseness of the α−β σ-bond and thereby inﬂuences the
ability of the σ-bond to electronically interact with the
thioanisole π-orbitals. The third factor (Figure 3C) arises
from the polarity of the α−β bond. The electron density of a
C−Si or a C−Ge σ-bond is directed toward the C atom rather
than the Si or Ge atom because C is much more electronegative
than Si or Ge.23 The α−β bond polarity is an important factor
because it dictates whether the σ-bond electron density is
oriented toward the aryl ring or away from it.
Based on these three factors, the CH2−GeMe2 σ-bonds in
CGeC interact more strongly with the thioanisole π-orbitals
than they do in GeCGe. The shorter Ar−C bond brings the
aryl ring and σ-chain into closer contact for CGeC than the
Ar−Ge bond does for GeCGe. Furthermore, the α−β bond
density is polarized toward the aryl rings in CGeC, but away
from the aryl rings in GeCGe. The characteristics of GeGeGe
balance the three factors described above: the Ar−Ge bond is
relatively long, but the Ge−Ge α−β bond is more polarizable
and more covalent (the electron density is spread more evenly
between the two atom centers) than in the Ge−C bonds.
Density Functional Theory Analysis. DFT calculations
provide a numerical assessment of how these three chemical
features inﬂuence the molecule’s electronic properties (see the
Supporting Information for notes and details of the
calculations).24 Conductance across a molecular junction is
facilitated by two primary molecular factors: (1) close energetic
alignment between the conducting orbital of the molecule and
the Fermi level (EF) of the electrode and (2) strong coupling
between the two distal lone pair orbitals that link the molecule
to the electrodes.25−27 As we have shown previously, it is
particularly informative to investigate the highest energy
molecular orbitals that describe the lone pair orbitals.19,27 In
the case of the molecules studied here, these molecular orbitals
C
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Figure 4. (A) Common representations of the β silicon eﬀect in
physical organic chemistry. The top panel describes the resonance
pictures of the α- and β-stabilizing silicon eﬀects. The bottom panel
juxtaposes the β-stabilizing eﬀect with the β-destabilizing eﬀect; the βdestabilizing picture is relevant to the HOMO energy trends observed
in the π−σ−π wires. (B) The logarithm of the π−σ−π wire’s
conductance relative to that of CCC is plotted against the Hammett
σp+ coeﬃcients (relative to benzene) obtained for molecules from ref
34 that are similar in structure to the ones studied here.
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Despite the fact that the Hammett experiments do not fully
replicate the break-junction environment, this simple approach
correlates quite well with the observed conductance trends. The
general correlation we ﬁnd between conductance and σp+
supports the idea that tailoring the strength of σ−π interactions
is useful not only for altering chemical reaction rates but also
for tuning charge transport in single-molecule junctions.

■

CONCLUSIONS
The observed conductance trends, chemical analysis, and DFT
calculations reveal two new design rules for π−σ−π wires that
ultimately arise from periodic trends such as atomic size,
polarizability, and electronegativity: (1) placing heavy atoms
(Si, Ge) in the α-position of the σ-chain decreases the
conductance of the wire by diminishing the interaction between
the thioanisole rings, and (2) placing heavy atoms in the βposition increases junction conductance by providing a stronger
electronic pathway for communication between the aryl rings.
These design principles can extend to bulk electronic materials
as well: one possible opportunity is to simultaneously solubilize
and tune the electronics of π-conjugated polymers by replacing
the β-carbon atom of an alkyl solubilizing chain with a silicon or
germanium atom. More broadly, our results demonstrate that
the principles of physical organic chemistry are an untapped
vein27 for designing molecules and tuning charge transport for
single-molecule electronics.
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